Shear Saver helps stylists ‘keep their edge’
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comfortable
Shear Saver is revolutionary, because it
relevant in a COVID world?
and productive, and the companies they work
gives stylists control, as it allows them to
MG: COVID has affected the turnaround
for more efficient and profitable. Ultimately,
maintain or touch up their shears right at their
time for many sharpening services. Shear Saver success is making a difference in people’s lives
stations, as needed—before every cut, if
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and earning the trust and business from those
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MG: We are partnering with Coleman
To learn more, contact Mary Graves, CEO/
and money. Stylists who tested the tool found Harrison, J. White & Associates and
owner, at marygraves@razoredgesystems.com.
they could go two years or more before
CosmoProf, and sell online through Pro
Visit www.shearsaver.com and
having their shears professionally sharpened.
Styling Tools. Shear Saver will be available on
www.razoredgesystems.com.
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